Abstract. The synthesis of classical Computational Complexity Theory with Recursive Analysis provides a quantitative foundation to reliable numerics. Here the operators of maximization, integration, and solving ordinary differential equations are known to map (even high-order differentiable) polynomial-time computable functions to instances which are 'hard' for classical complexity classes N P, #P, and CH; but, restricted to analytic functions, map polynomial-time computable ones to polynomial-time computable ones -non-uniformly! We investigate the uniform parameterized complexity of the above operators in the setting of Weihrauch's TTE and its second-order extension due to Kawamura&Cook (2010). That is, we explore which (both continuous and discrete, first and second order) information and parameters on some given f is sufficient to obtain similar data on Max f and f ; and within what running time, in terms of these parameters and the guaranteed output precision 2 −n .
Motivation and Introduction
Numerical methods provide practical solutions to many, and particularly to very large, problems arising for instance in Engineering. Nonlinear partial differential equations for instance are usually treated by discretizing the domain of the solution function space, i.e. approximating the latter by a high but finite dimensional space. Due to the nonlinearity, sub-problems may involve (low-dimensional) numerical integration and maximization and are regularly handled by standard methods. For instance Newton Iterations locally converge quadratically to a root x 0 of f ′ , that is, a candidate optimum.
We thus record that numerical science has devised a variety of impressive methods working in practice very well -in terms of an intuitive conception of efficiency. A notion capturing this formally, on the other hand, is at the core of the Theory of Computation and has led to standard complexity classes like P, N P, U P, #P, CH, and PSPACE: for discrete problems, that is, over sequences of bits encoding, say, integers or graphs [Papa94] . To quote from [BCSS98, §1.4]:
The developments described in the previous section (and the next) have given a firm foundation to computer science as a subject in its own right. Use of the Turing machines yields a unifying concept of the algorithm well formalized. [. . . ] The situation in numerical analysis is quite the opposite. Algorithms are primarily a means to solve practical problems. There is not even a formal definition of algorithm in the subject.
[. . . ] Thus we view numerical analysis as an eclectic subject with weak foundations; this certainly in no way denies its great achievements through the centuries.
Recursive Analysis is the theory of computation over real numbers by rational approximations up to prescribable absolute error 2 −n . Initiated by Alan Turing (in the very same work that introduced the machine now named after him [Turi37] ) it provides a computer scientific foundation to reliable numerics [AFL96] and computer-assisted proofs [Rump04] in unbounded precision; cmp., e.g., [KLRK98, BLWW04, BrCo06] . Remark 1.1 Mainstream numerics is usually scrupulous about constant factor gains or losses (e.g. 5×) in running time. This generally means an implicit restriction to hardware supported calculations, that is, to double and in particular to fixed-precision arithmetic. a) Alternative approaches that, in order to approximate the result with double accuracy, use unbounded precision for intermediate calculations, therefore reside in a 'blind spot' -which Recursive Analysis may shed some light on [MüKo10]. b) Inputs x are in classical numerics generally considered 'exact'; equivalently: both subtraction and the Heaviside function regarded as computable. c) Outputs y, on the other hand, constitute mere approximations to the 'true' values f (x). In consequence, this notion of real computation necessarily lacks closure under composition [Yap04, p.325 ].
The latter is more than just a conceptual annoyance: the (approximate) result of one subroutine cannot in general be fed as argument to another in order to obtain a (provably always) correct algorithm, thus spoiling the modular approach to software development! Rooted in the Theory of Computation, Recursive Analysis on the other hand is closed under composition -and interested only in asymptotic algorithmic behaviour, that is, ignoring constant factors in running times. [Müll01, Lamb07] , on calculations that suffice with double precision (and thus do not actually make use of the enhanced power) can generally be expected to run 20 to 200 times slower than a direct implementation. Even in this limited realm they are useful for fast numerical prototyping, that is, for a first quickand-dirty coding of some new algorithmic approach to empirically explore its typical running time behaviour and stability properties. Indeed, i) accuracy issues are taken care of by the machine automatically ii) closure under composition allows for modularly combining subroutines iii) chosen from, or contributing to, a variety of standard real functions and non-/linear operators.
Remark 1.2 Libraries based on this model of computation
Their full power of course lies in computations involving intermediate or final results with unbounded guaranteed precision [Ret08b] .
Recursive Analysis has over the last few decades evolved into a rich and flourishing theory with many classical results in real and complex analysis investigated for their computability. That includes, in addition to numbers, also 'higher-type' objects such as (continuous) functions, (closed and open) subsets, and operators thereon [Zieg04, Schr07] : by fixing some suitable encoding of the arguments (real numbers, continuous functions, closed/open subsets) into infinite binary strings. More precisely the Type-2 Theory of Effectivity (TTE, cmp. Remark 1.8 below) studies and compares such encodings (so-called representations) [Weih00] : mostly qualitatively in the sense of which mappings they render computable and which not. is again polytime iff P = PSPACE [Kawa10] . d) Restricted to polytime right-hand sides h ∈ C k , dsolve(h) is again polytime iff P = CH
[KORZ12].
Put differently: If numerical methods could indeed calculate maxima (or even integrals or solve ODEs) efficiently with prescribable error in the worst case, this would mean a positive answer to the first Millennium Prize Problem (and beyond); cmp. [Smal98] ! The proof of Fact 1.3a) will be recalled in Example 1.14 below.
Remark 1.4 a) We consider here the real problems as operators O mapping functions f to functions O(f ), that is, depending on the upper end t of the interval [0; t] which the given f is to be maximized, integrated, or the ODE solved on. Indeed, the numerics community seems little aware of these connections. And, as a matter of fact, such ignorance may almost have some justification: The above functions f and g and h, although satisfying strong regularity conditions, are 'artificial * ' in any intuitive sense and clearly do not arise in practical applications. This, on the other hand, raises Question 1.5 a) Which functions are the ones numerical practitioners regularly and implicitly allude to when claiming to be able to efficiently calculate their maximum, integral, and ODE solution? b) More formally, on which (classes F k of ) functions do these operations become computable in polynomial time O(n d ) for some (and, more precisely, for which)
We admit that numerics as pursued in Engineering might not really need to answer this question but be happy as long as, say, MatLab readily solves those particular instances encountered everyday. Such a pragmatic † approach seems indeed compatible for instance with the spirit of the NAG library:
nag opt one var deriv(e04bbc) normally computes a sequence of x values which tend in the limit to a minimum of F (x) subject to the given bounds. * Theoretical physicists, used to regularly invoking Schwarz's Theorem, discard the following 'counterexample' as artificial :
Mathematicians on the other hand point out that Schwarz's Theorem requires as a prerequisite the continuity of the second derivatives.
† not unsimilar to Paracelsus' "He who heals is right" in medicine 
Indeed, the following is the standard example of a smooth but non-analytic function:
Based on l'Hôspital's rule it is easy to verify that h is continuous at x 0 = 0 and differentiable arbitrarily often with h (j) (0) = 0, hence having Taylor expansion around x 0 disagree with h.
Note that both Fact 1.3 and Example 1.6 are stated non-uniformly in the sense of ignoring how f is algorithmically transformed into, say, Max f . Consisting of lower complexity bounds, this makes Fact 1.3 particularly strong; whereas as upper bounds Example 1.6 merely asserts, whenever there exists some d ∈ N and an algorithm A approximating f within time O(m d ) up to error 2 −m , the existence of some e ∈ N and an algorithm B approximating Max f up to error 2 −n within time O(n e ): both the dependence of B on A and that of e on d are ignored. Put differently, the proofs of Example 1.6 may and do implicitly make use of many integer parameters of f (such as numerator and denominator of starting points for Newton's Iteration converging to a root x 0 of f ′ of known multiplicity where f attains its maximum) since, nonuniformly, they constitute simply constants. Useful uniform (computability and) upper complexity bounds like in [BGP11] , on the other hand, fully specify i) which information on f is employed as input ii) which asymptotic running times are met in the worst case iii) in terms of which parameters (in addition to the output precision n).
The present work extends the Type-2 Theory of Effectivity and Complexity [Weih03] to such parameterized, uniform claims. We focus here on operators and upper complexity bounds, that is, fully specified provably correct algorithms. Let us illustrate the relevance of integer parameters, and its difference from integral advice [Zieg12] , to real computation of (multivalued) functions: Example 1.7 a) On the entire real line, the exponential function and binary addition and multiplication are computable -but not within time bounded in terms of the output precision n only: Because already the integral part of the argument x requires time reading and printing depending on (any integer upper bound k on) x → ±∞. b) Restricted to real intervals [−k; k], on the other hand, exp : | [−k;k] is computable in time polynomial in O(n + k), noting that ⌊exp(k)⌋ has binary length of order k · log k.
Similarly, binary addition and multiplication on
Here and in the sequel, abbreviate log(k) := ⌈log 2 (k + 1)⌉. c) Given a real symmetric d × d-matrix A, finding (in a multivalued way) some eigenvector is uncomputable.
d) However when given, in addition to A, also the integer ℓ(A) := min λ∈σ(A) ⌊log 2 dim kernel(A− λ id)⌋ ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊1 + log 2 d⌋}, some eigenvector can be found computably and, e) given the integer L(A) := Card σ(A) ∈ {1, . . . , d}, even an entire basis of eigenvectors, i.e. the matrix can be diagonalized computably.
The rest of this section recalls the state of the art on real complexity theory with its central notions and definitions.
Computability and Complexity Theory of Real Numbers and Sequences
A real number x is considered computable (that is an element of R c ) if any (equivalently: all) of the following conditions hold [Weih00, §4.1+Lemma 4.2.1]:
a1) The (or any) binary expansion b n ∈ {0, 1} of x = n≥−N b n 2 −n is recursive. a2) A Turing machine can produce dyadic approximations to x up to prescribable error 2 −n , that is, compute an integer sequence a : N ∋ n → a n ∈ Z (output encoded in binary) with |x − a n /2 n+1 | ≤ 2 −n ; cmp. e.g. [Eige08, Definition 3.35]. a3) A Turing machine can output rational sequences (c n ) and (ǫ n ) with |x − c n | ≤ ǫ n → 0;
cmp. e.g. [PERi89, Definition 0.3]. a4) x admits a recursive signed digit expansion, that is a sequence s n ∈ {0, −1, +1} with x = n=−N s n 2 −n .
Moreover the above conditions are strictly stronger than the following a5) A Turing machine can output rational sequences (c ′ n ) with c ′ n → x. In fact relaxing to (a5) is equivalent to permitting oracle access to the Halting problem [Ho99]! We also record that the equivalence among (a2) to (a4), but not to (a1), holds even uniformly. Remark 1.8 TTE constitutes a convenient framework for naturally inducing, combining, and comparing encodings of general continuous universes X like R: a) Formally, a representation ξ of X is a surjective partial mapping from Cantor space {0, 1} ω to X [Weih00, §3]. b) And ξ-computing some x means to output a ξ-name (out of possibly many) of x, that is, print onto some non-rewritable [Zieg07] tape an infinite binary sequenceσ = (σ n ) n ∈ {0, 1} ω with ξ(σ) = x. c) Representations ξ of X and υ of Y canonically give rise to one, called ξ × υ, of X × Y : A ξ × υ-name of (x, y) is an infinite binary sequence (σ 0 , τ 0 , σ 1 , τ 1 , . . .) whereσ constitutes a ξ-name of x andτ an υ-name of y. d) Similarly, a countable family of representations ξ j of X j canonically induces the representation j ξ j of j X j as follows: For a fixed computable bijection · , · : N × N → N, σ = (σ k ) k is a j ξ j -name of j x j iff (σ n,j ) n is a ξ j -name of x j for every j. e) The representation binary of N encodes integers in binary self-delimited with trailing zeros:
Representation unary of N encodes integers in unary: unary(1 n 0 ω ) := n. f ) Note that the bijection bin : {0, 1} * → Z with
itself is technically not a representation -but useful as a building block. By abuse of name we denote its inverse also by bin.
Concerning real numbers, the equivalences between (a1) to (a4) refer to computability. Not too surprisingly, they break up under the finer perspective of complexity; some notions even become useless [Weih00, Example 7.2.1]. On the other hand, (a2) and (a4) do lead to uniformly quadratic-time equivalent notions [Weih00, Example 7.2.14]. Somehow arbitrarily, but in agreement with iRRAM's internal data representation, we focus on the following formalization in TTE:
Definition 1.9 a) Call x ∈ R computable in time t(n) if a Turing machine can, given n ∈ N, produce within t(n) steps w ∈ {0, 1} * with |x − bin( w)/2 n+1 | ≤ 2 −n . b) A ρ dy -name of x ∈ R is (an infinite sequence of 0's and 1's encoding similarly to Remark 1.8f ) a sequence a n ∈ Z such that |x − a n /2 n+1 | ≤ 2 −n holds. c) A ρ 2 dy -name of z ∈ C consists of a ρ dy -name according to b) of Re(z) and one of Im(z), both infinite sequences interleaved into a single (Remark 1.8c). d) A sequence (x j ) ⊆ R is computable in time t(n, j) if a Turing machine can, given n, j ∈ N, produce within t(n, j) steps some a ∈ Z (in binary) with |x j − a/2 n+1 | ≤ 2 −n . e) A ρ ω dy -name of a real sequence (x j ) is a sequence (a j ) ∈ Z, encoded into an infinite binary string as above, such that |x j − a n,j | ≤ 2 −n . f ) Here and in the sequel fix the Cantor pairing function n, j = n + (n + j) · (n + j + 1)/2.
Note that the running time bound in a) is expressed in terms of the output precision n; which corresponds to classical complexity theory based on input length by having the argument n encoded in unary. Indeed, the output a ∈ Z will have length Θ(n+log |x|) in Landau notation. Within a ρ dy -name of x according to b), the O(log |x| + n) digits of a n similarly start roughly at position n · (n + log |x|). Similarly, since m, j ≤ O(m 2 + j 2 ), the digits of a m,j start within a ρ ω dy -name of (x j ) at position n ≈ (m 2 +j 2 )·(m+max i≤j log |x i |). We also record that both the mapping (m, j) → m, j and its inverse are classically quadratic-time computable.
Type-2 Computability and Complexity Theory: Functions
Concerning a real function f : [0; 1] → R, the following conditions are well-known equivalent and thus a reasonable notion of computability [Grze57] 
b1) A Turing machine can output a sequence of (degrees and lists of coefficients of) univariate dyadic polynomials P n ∈ D[X] such that ∀n ∈ N : f −P n ≤ 2 −n holds, where D := n D n and f := max{|f (x)| : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}. b2) A Turing machine can, upon input of every ρ dy -name of some x ∈ [0; 1], output a ρ dyname of f (x). b3) There exists an oracle Turing machine M ? which, upon input of each n ∈ N and for every (discrete function) oracle answering queries "m ∈ N" with some a ∈ D m+1 such that |x − a| ≤ 2 −m , prints some b ∈ D n+1 with |f (x) − b| ≤ 2 −n .
In particular every (even relatively, i.e. oracle) computable f : [0; 1] → R is necessarily continuous. This gives rise to two causes for noncomputability: a (classical) recursion theoretic and a topological one; cmp. Figure 1b) . More precisely, every f ∈ C[0; 1] is computable relative so some appropriate oracle; cmp. [Weih00, Theorem 3.2.11].
Remark 1.10 a) The above (equivalent) notions of computability are uniform in the sense that x is considered given as argument from which the value f (x) has to be produced. The nonuniform relaxation asks of whether, for every x ∈ [0; 1] ∩ R c , f (x) is again computable: possibly requiring separate algorithms to do so for each of the (countably many) x ∈ [0; 1] ∩ R c . For instance the totally discontinuous Dirichlet function is trivially computable in this (thus too weak) sense. b) Defining computable functions also on non-computable arguments (as above) is known to avoid certain pathologies in the partial case [Weih00, Example 9.6.5] while making no difference on well-behaved domains [Weih00, Theorem 9.6.6]. c) For spaces X, Y with respective representations ξ, υ, TTE defines a (ξ, υ)-realizer of a (possibly partial and/or multivalued) function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y to be a partial mapping Fact 1.11 If f : [0; 1] → R is computable in the sense of (b3) within time t(n), then the function µ : N ∋ n → t(n + 2) ∈ N constitutes a modulus of continuity to f in the sense that the following holds:
In particular every polytime computable function necessarily has a polynomial modulus of continuity; and, conversely, each f : [0; 1] → R satisfying Equation (3) for polynomial µ is polytime computable relative to some oracle. Figure 1b) :
The following function is computable in exponential time, but not in polynomial time -and oracles do not help: recursion theoretic topological Concerning computational complexity on spaces other than R, consider Definition 1.13 a) A partial function F :⊆ {0, 1} ω → {0, 1} ω is computable in time t : N → N if a Type-2 Machine can, givenσ ∈ dom(F ), produceτ = F (σ) such that the n-th symbol ofτ appears within t(n) steps. b) For representations ξ of X and υ of Y , a (possibly partial and multivalued) function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is computable in time t : N → N if it has a (ξ, υ)-realizer F according to a).
As already pointed out, this notion of complexity may be trivial for some ξ and υ. smooth for every L ⊆ N; and the question "N ∈ L?" reduces to evaluating h L (1/N ) up to absolute error 2 −n for n := (ln N ) 2 · log e polynomial in the length of N : Modulo polytime, the computational complexity of h L coincides with that of L as a discrete binary decision problem. b) We argue that also the computational complexity of Max(h L ) coincides (modulo polytime) with that of L. To this end note that, for x ≤ 1, exp(x/2) ≤ 1+x and thus ln(1+x) ≥ x/2:
And the above estimates demonstrate that both cases can be distinguished by evaluating Max h L (1/N ) up to absolute error 2 −n for n := O(ln 2 N ) polynomial in the binary length of N . c) Slightly more generally consider
and observe that the condition M < N on integer values implies the binary length of M to be bounded by that of N from which in turn follows M < 2N ; hence this condition can be met by 'padding' N with polynomially many dummy digits in order to obtain a N P-complete K with L ∈ P. Now let 
both distinguishable by evaluating h L (x N,N −1 ) up to absolute error polynomial in the binary length of N . Therefore polytime evaluation of Max(h L ) implies K ∈ P = N P.
Uniformly Computing Real Operators
In common terminology, an operator maps functions to functions; and a functional maps (real) functions to (real) numbers. In order to define computability (Remark 1.10c) and complexity (Definition 1.13b), it suffices to choose some representation of the function space to operate on: for integration and maximization that is the set C[0; 1] of continuous f : [0; 1] → R. In view of Section 1.2, (b1) provides a reasonable such encoding (which we choose to call [ρ dy → ρ dy ]): concerning computability, but not for the refined view of complexity. In fact any uniform complexity theory of real operators is faced with additionally satisfying |f (x) − f (y)| ≤ |x − y|), there is no representation (i.e. a surjection δ defined on some subset of {0, 1} ω ) rendering evaluation or integration computable in uniform time subexponential in n. 
These 2 2 n functions thus can be told apart by evaluation up to error 2 −n−2 at arguments (k + 1/2) · 2 −n , 0 ≤ k < 2 n ; alternatively by integrating from k · 2 −n to (k + 1) · 2 −n . Any algorithm doing so within time ≤ t(n) can read at most the first N := t(n) bits of its given δ-name. However there are only 2 N different initial segments of putative such names. It thus follows
.37] solves Problem 1.15a) by permitting the running time to depend polynomially on both n and f 's modulus of continuity as a second (order) parameter, similar to Example 1.7b). We provide an alternative perspective to this resolution in Subsection 2 below.
Type-3 Complexity Theory
Concerning Problem 1.15b), encodings as strings with sequential access seem a restriction compared to actual computers random access memory and subroutine calls providing ondemand information: Given (an algorithm computing) some f , this permits to approximate the value f (a) for a ∈ D n+1 up to error 2 −n without having to (calculate and) skip over all order 2 n values f (a ′ ), a ′ ∈ D n ′ , n ′ < n. This can be taken into account by modelling access to f via oracles that, given a ∈ D n+1 , report b ∈ D n+1 with |b − f (a)| ≤ 2 −n ; equivalently: using not infinite strings (i.e. total mappings {1} * → {0, 1}) but string functions (i.e. total mappings {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * ) to encode f . And indeed [KaCo10] resolves Problem 1.15b) by extending TTE (Remark 1.8) and generalizing Cantor space as the domain of a representation to (a certain subset of) Baire space:
Definition 1.16 a) Let R denote the set of all total functions ψ : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * lengthmonotone in the sense of verifying
Write |ψ| : N → N for the (thus well-defined) mapping | w| → |ψ( w)|. b) A second-order representation for a space X is a surjective partial mappingξ :⊆ R → X. c) Any ordinary representation ξ :⊆ {0, 1} ω → X induces a second-order representationξ as follows: Wheneverσ is a ξ-name of x, then ψ :
The productξ ×υ is the second-order representation whose names for (x, y) ∈ X × Y consist of mappings
where ψ 0 denote aξ-name of x and ψ 1 aυ-name of y and m := max{|ψ 0 ( w)|, |ψ 1 ( w)|}. e) More generally, fix a injective linear-time bi-computable length-monotone mapping · , · : {0, 1} * × {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * and an arbitrary index set A ⊆ {0, 1} * as well as second-order representationsξ a :⊆ R → X a , a ∈ A. The product a∈Aξ a is the second-order representation of a∈A X a whose names ψ of (x a ) a∈A satisfy that {0, 1} * ∋ v → ψ( a, v ) ∈ {0, 1} * constitutes aξ a -name of x a for each a ∈ A, padded with some initial 0 * 1 to attain common length |ψ|(n) on all arguments of length n = | a, v |. f ) An oracle Type-2 Machine M ψ may write onto its query tape some w ∈ {0, 1} * which, when entered the designated query state, will be replaced with v := ψ( w).
(We implicitly employ some linear-time bicomputable self-delimited encoding on this tape such as (w 1 , . . . , w n ) → 1 w 1 1 w 2 . . . 1 w n 0.) Figure 4a ). h) For ordinary representation ξ of X and second-order representationυ of Y and ordinary representation ζ of Z,F :⊆ {0, 1} ω × R → {0, 1} ω is a (ξ,υ, ζ)-realizer of a (possibly partial and multivalued) function f :⊆ X × Y ⇒ Z iff, for every (x, y) ∈ dom(f ) and every ξ-nameσ of x and everyυ-name of y,F (ψ) is a ζ-name of some z ∈ f (x, y).
and every ξ-nameσ of x and everyυ-name of y,G(ψ) is ã ζ-name of some z ∈ f (x, y).
From a mere computability point of view, each representation on Baire space is equivalent to one on Cantor space [Weih00, Exercise 3.2.17]. Concerning complexity, an approximation of ψ ∈ R up to error 2 −n naturally consists of the restriction ψ| {0,1} n } ; cmp. [KaCo96, Definition 4.1]. Recall that any ψ : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * may w.l.o.g. be presumed self-delimiting and then redefined such as to satisfy Equation (4) by appropriately 'padding'. We require everyξ-name ψ to be total, but often the information on x is contained in some restriction of ψ. Note that an oracle query w → v := ψ( w) according to Definition 1.16f) may return a (much) longer answer for some argument ψ than for some other ψ ′ ; so in order to be able to even read such a reply for some fixed n, the permitted running time bound should involve both n and |ψ|. Since only the former is a number, this naturally involves a concept already introduced in [Mehl76] :
Definition 1.17 a) A second-order polynomial P = P (n, ℓ) is a term composed from variable symbol n, unary function symbol ℓ(), binary function symbols + and ×, and positive integer constants. b) Let T : N × N N → N be arbitrary. Oracle machine M ? computingF :⊆ {0, 1} ω × R → {0, 1} ω according to Definition 1.16f+g) operates in time T if, for every (σ, ψ) ∈ dom(F ) and every n ∈ N, M ψ on inputσ produces the n-th output symbol within at most T (n, |ψ|) steps.
1} n makes at most T (n, |ψ|) steps. c) For ordinary representations ξ of X and ζ of Z as well as second-order representations υ of Y andζ of Z, a (possibly partial and multivalued) function
similarly for (ξ,υ,ζ)-computability. d) Second-order polytime computability means computability in time P for some second-order polynomial P . e) An ordinary representation ξ of X polytime reduces to an ordinary or second-order representationυ of X (writtenξ pξ ) if the identity id : X → X is (ξ,υ)-computable within (first-order) polytime. A second-order representationξ of X (second-order) polytime reduces to an ordinary or second-order representationυ of X (writtenξ 2 Pξ ) if the identity id : X → X is (ξ,υ)-computable in second-order polytime.
(Second-order) polytime equivalence means that also the converse(s) hold(s).
'Long' arguments ψ are thus granted more time to operate on; see Remark 1.20 below. Every ordinary (i.e. first-order) bivariate polynomial p(n, k) obviously can be seen as a second-order polynomial by identifying k ∈ N with the constant function ℓ(n) ≡ k; but not conversely, as illustrated with the example n · ℓ n 5 + ℓ(n 2 )
2 . Second-order polynomials also constitute the second-level of a Grzegorczyk Hierachy on functionals of finite type arising naturally as bounds in proof-mining [Kohl96, middle of p.33]; cmp. also [?, §A] and [TeZi10] . In fact on arguments ℓ polynomial of unbounded degree, only second-order polynomials satisfy closure under both kinds of composition:
Second-order representations induced by ordinary ones on the other hand basically use only string functions ψ on unary arguments with binary values, i.e. of length |ψ| ≡ 1; and these indeed recover first-order TTE complexity:
Observation 1.18 a) Any bivariate ordinary polynomial p(n, m) can be bounded by some univariate polynomial in n + m. Any bivariate second-order polynomial P n, ℓ(), k() -that is a term composed from n, ℓ(), k(), +, ×, and 1 -can be bounded by some Q n, ℓ()+ k() . b) Let P = P (n, ℓ) denote a second-order polynomial and ℓ a monic linear function with offset k, i.e., ℓ(n) = n + k ∈ N. Then P (n, ℓ) boils down to an ordinary bivariate polynomial in n and k. In particular, P (0, ≡ k) is a polynomial in k. c) More generally, fix d ∈ N and consider the module N d of polynomials ℓ over N of degree less than d: ℓ(n) = j<d k j n j . Subject to this restriction, every second-order polynomial P = P (n, ℓ) can be bounded by a univariate polynomial in n + k 0 + · · · + k d−1 . d) Let ξ denote an ordinary representation of X andξ its induced second-order representation. Then ξ reduces toξ within (first-order) polytime: ξ pξ ; andξ reduces to ξ within first-order polytime:ξ 2 P ξ. e) Let ξ and υ denote ordinary representations of X and Y with induced second-order representationsξ andυ, respectively. Then the second-order representation ξ × υ of X × Y induced by ξ × υ is polytime equivalent toξ ×υ. f ) For each j ∈ N let ξ j denote an ordinary representation of X j andξ 1 j its induced secondorder representation. Then the second-order representation j ξ j of j X j is polytime equivalent to jξ1 j , that is, with respect to indices encoded in unary.
Proof. a+b+c) are immediate.
d) Givenσ and v, it is easy to return σ | v| , thus (ξ,ξ)-computing id X within polynomial time; similarly for the converse, observing thatξ-names ψ have constant length, see b). e) Observe that a ξ × υ-name ψ of (x, y) has |ψ| ≡ 1 and ξ ψ(1 2n ) n = x and υ ψ(1 2n+1 ) n = y; while aξ ×υ-name ψ has |ψ| ≡ 1 and ξ ψ(0 1 n ) n = x and υ ψ(1 1 n ) n = y.
f) A j ξ j -name of (x j ) has |ψ| ≡ 1 and ξ j ψ(1 n,j ) n = x j ; while a 
dy -name of f and ℓ ∈ N some Lipschitz constant to it. It thus holds
, 1} * , where ψ denotes a ρ D dy -name of f and µ : N → N is a modulus of uniform continuity to it. It thus holds µ(n) + n + log f ∞ ≤ |ψ|(n) ≤ n + C ′′ ψ . d) Recall that the identity id is the standard representation of Cantor space. Inspired by [Roes11, Definition 3.6.1], consider the following second-order (multi ‡ -) representation of the space UC(⊆ {0, 1} ω → {0, 1} ω ) of uniformly continuous partial functions on Cantor space: Aη-name of F maps 1 n 0 x ∈ {0, 1} * to some
More precisely the evaluation functional
a polytime-computableη-name ψ. Similarly, to every 'family' of total functionals Λ :
holds for all f and all x.
Concerning a), each f ∈ C[0; 1] is indeed bounded; hence the output of ψ on {0, 1} n can be padded with leading zeros (as opposed to Remark 1.8e) to O(log f ∞ ) binary digits before the point and n after. On the other hand, ρ D dy alone lacks a bound on the slope of f necessary to evaluate it on non-dyadic arguments and leads to the representations in b) and c). Regarding d), note that the mapping 1 n 0 x → 1 m yields a local modulus of continuity to F ; and the uniform continuity prerequisite again ensures that m = m(n, x) can be chosen to depend only on n and | x|, thus yielding a length-monotone string function ψ. ‡ Since we choose not to include a description of the functions' domains, a name of some F constitutes also one of every restriction of F .
In e), functions with 'large' modulus of continuity and/or 'large' values that might take 'long' to evaluate (recall Example 1.12) necessarily have [ ρ dy →ρ dy ]-names ψ with 'large' |ψ|. Explicitly on Cantor space, givenx and n, invoke the oracle on 1 n and on finite initial segments x ofx of increasing length m ′ = 1, 2, . . . until the reported 1 m 0 y satisfies m ≤ m ′ , then print y: This asserts d F (x), y ≤ 2 −n and takes poly(m, n) steps, that is, second-order polytime. The real case proceeds even more directly by querying oracle ψ for m := µ(n + 1) and then for f (q) with q ∈ D m and |x − q| ≤ 2 −n−1 . For the polytime reduction in f), verify that µ(n) = n + log ℓ is a modulus of continuity to f ∈ Lip ℓ [0; 1]. Concerning failure of the converse, ℓ := 2 maxn µ(n)−n could (if finite) serve a Lipschitz constant to f but is clearly not computable from finitely many queries to µ. We postpone the formal proof to Example 2.6h). Turning to g), computing F in polytime means calculating the first n digits y of F (x) fromx in time polynomial in n; and simulating this computation while keeping track of the number m of digits x ofx thus read essentially yields theη-name ψ. The difficulty consists in algorithmically finding some appropriate padding to obtain ψ length-monotone in the sense of Equation (4). For co-r.e. K, such a bound is at least computable [Weih03, Theorem 5.5]; however in our non-uniform polytime setting, it constitutes some fixed polynomial and can be stored in the algorithm. For fixed f , the real case proceeds similarly and is easily seen to run in second-order polytime uniformly in f . 2 Parameterized Type-2 and Type-3 Complexity
As illustrated in Example 1.7a+b), real number computations sometimes may not admit running times bounded in terms of the output precision only; cmp. also the case of inversion (0; 1] ∋ x → 1/x [Weih00, Exercise 7.2.10+Theorem 7.3.12] and of polynomial root finding [Hotz09] . Such effects are ubiquitous in numerics and captured quantitatively for instance in so-called condition numbers k of matrices or, more generally, of partial functions f :⊆ R d → R with singularities/diverging behaviour on x ∈ dom(f ) [Bürg08] : in order to express and bound in terms of both n and k the number of iterations, i.e. basically the running time it takes in order to attain a prescribed (although, pertaining to the BSS model with equality decidable, usually relative) precision 2 −n . Put differently, k serves in addition to n as a second (but still first-order) parameter: just like in classical complexity theory [FlGr06]. We combine both TTE complexity [Weih03, Definition 2.1] and the discrete notion of fptreduction:
is fully polytime computable if the above running time is bounded by a polynomial in both n and k(σ), that is, if p ∈ N[K]. c) A parameterized representation or representation with parameter of a space X is a tuple (ξ, k) where ξ denotes a representation of X and
denote the parameterized representation of X ×Y . Here, ξ ×υ is the representation according to Remark 1.8c); and k + ℓ formally denotes the mapping
. .). e) For a parameterized representation (ξ, k) of X and a representation υ of Y , a (possibly partial and multivalued) function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is fully polytime (ξ, k), υ -computable if it admits a (ξ, υ)-realizer F such that (F, k) is fully polytime computable. f ) If in e) the representation υ for Y is equipped with a parameter ℓ as well, call f :⊆ X ⇒ Y a fixed-parameter reduction if it admits a (ξ, υ)-realizer F such that (F, k) is fixed-parameter tractable and it holds ℓ F (σ) ≤ k(σ).
fully polytime computable while increasing the parameter at most polynomially:
Fully polytime equivalence means that also the converse holds.
Since the same point x ∈ X may have several ξ-names (some perhaps more difficult to parse or process than others), also the parameter may have different values for these names in e+f+g).
Note that both fixed-parameter reductions (Definition 2.1f) and fully polytime computable functions (Definition 2.1g) are closed under composition. We did not define parameterized running times for second-order mapsF :⊆ R → R: because R, as opposed to infinite binary strings, already comes equipped with a notion of size as parameter entering in running time bounds: recall Definition 1.17b).
Remark 2.2 The above notions make also sense for other complexity classes such as polynomial space. Giving up closure under composition, Definitions 2.1a+b+e+f ) can be refined quantitatively to, say, quadratic-time computability -but Definition 2.1g) becomes ambiguous: just like in both the discrete case and [LLM01, Définition 2.
Also, as in unparameterized TTE complexity theory, the above notion of (parameterized) complexity may be meaningless for some representations -that can be avoided by imposing additional (meta-) conditions [Weih03, §4+ §6]. Example 1.7b) is now rephrased as Item a) of the following Example 2.3 a) The exponential function on the entire real line is fully polytime (ρ dy , |ρ dy |), ρ dycomputable, where |ρ dy | := | · | • ρ dy ; recall Definition 1.9. b) A constant parameter has no effect asymptotically: For any fixed c, polytime (ξ, υ)-computability is equivalent to fully polytime (ξ, c), υ -computability and to fully polytime (ξ, c), (υ, ℓ) -computability.
On the other hand, and as opposed to the discrete case, not every (even total) computable F : {0, 1} ω → {0, 1} ω admits some parameterization k rendering (F, k) is fixed-parameter tractable. c) SupposeF :⊆ R → R is second-order polytime computable and has dom(F ) consisting only of string functions of linear length in the following sense: there exists c ∈ N and k : dom(F ) → N such that every ψ ∈ dom(F ) satisfies ∀n : |ψ|(n) ≤ c · n + k(ψ). ThenF is fully polytime computable. The hypothesis is for instance satisfied for any ρ D dy + binary(Lip),υ -realizerF of some
dy ) ω , ρ 2 dy -computable, even restricted to real arguments |x| ≤ 1 and real coefficient sequences (a j ) j =:ā of radius of convergence R(ā) := 1/ lim sup j |a j | 1/j > 1. However when given, in addition to approximations toā and z, also integers K, A with
evaluation up to error 2 −n becomes uniformly computable within time polynomial in n, K, and log A.
Formally let π denote the following representation of C ω 1 := ā ⊆ C, R(ā) > 1 : A π-name ofā is a (ρ 2 dy ) ω × binary × unary -name (recall Definition 1.9e+Remark 1.8c+d) of (ā, A, K) satisfying Equation (6). Equipping π with parameterization K + log A renders evaluation
Note that the (questionable) fully polytime computability of exp(x) in a) hinges on using as parameter the value rather than, perhaps more naturally, the binary length of (the integral part of) the argument x. Indeed, similarly to the discrete function N ∋ x → 2 x , an output having length exponential in that of the input otherwise prohibits polytime computability. A notion of parameterized complexity taking into account the output size is suggested in Definition 2.4j) below. On the other hand the Time Hierarchy Theorem yields a binary sequence N ∋ n → τ n ∈ {0, 1} computable but not within time polynomial in n; now consider the constant function F : {0, 1} ω ∋σ →τ . c) According to Observation 1.18a+b+c), second-order polynomials P (n, ℓ) on linearly bounded second-order arguments ℓ(n) ≤ c · n + k with fixed c can be bounded by an ordinary polynomial in n + k. Note that, for a parameterized representation (ξ, k) of X according to Definition 2.1d), a Type-2 Machine (ξ, k), υ -computing some f : X ∋ x → f (x) ∈ Y is provided merely with a ξ-nameσ of x but not with the value k(σ) of the parameter entering in the running time bound it is to obey. In the case of the global exponential function (Example 2.3a), an upper bound to this value is readily available as part of the given ρ dy -name of x. In the case of power series evaluation (Example 2.3d), on the other hand, the values of parameters K and A had to be explicitly provided by means of the newly designed representation π, that is by 'enriching' [KrMa82, p.238/239] (ρ 2 dy ) ω , in order to render an otherwise discontinuous operation computable; recall also Example 1.7. Such simultaneous use of integers as both complexity parameters and discrete advice will arise frequently in the sequel and is worth a generic Definition 2.4 a) Let ξ denote an ordinary representation of X and L : X ⇒ N some total multivalued function. Then " ξ with advice parameter L in unary" means the following parameterized representation of X, denoted as ξ + unary(L) =: (υ, k): an υ-name of x ∈ X is an infinite binary stringσ = 1 ℓ 0τ whereτ is a ξ-name of X and ℓ ∈ L(x); and k(σ) := ℓ. b) Let ξ denote an ordinary representation of X and L : X ⇒ N some total multivalued function. Then " ξ with advice parameter L in bi nary" means the following parameterized representation of X, denoted as ξ +binary(L) =: (υ, k): an υ-name of x ∈ X is an infinite binary stringσ = bin(ℓ),τ whereτ is a ξ-name of X and ℓ ∈ L(x); and k(σ) := log ℓ.
Here, · , · : {0, 1} * × {0, 1} ω → {0, 1} ω denotes some fixed injective linear-time bicomputable mapping. c) Letξ :⊆ R → X denote a second-order representation and L : X ⇒ N some total multivalued function. Then "ξ with advice parameter L in unary" means the following second-order representation, denoted asξ + unary(L): a name of x ∈ X is a mapping {0, 1} * ∋ w → 1 ℓ 0 ψ( w) ∈ {0, 1} * where ψ is aξ-name of x and ℓ ∈ L ξ (ψ) . d) Letξ :⊆ R → X denote a second-order representation and L : X ⇒ N. Then "ξ with advice parameter L in bi nary" means the following second-order representation, denoted asξ + binary(L): a name of x ∈ X is a mapping {0, 1} * ∋ w → bin(ℓ), ψ( w) ∈ {0, 1} * where ψ is aξ-name of x and ℓ ∈ L ξ (ψ) . e) For a functionF :⊆ {0, 1} ω × R → {0, 1} ω with parameterization k : dom(F ) → N, the pair (F , k) is fully polytime if some oracle machine M ? can computeF according to Definition 1.17b) within time a second-order polynomial in n + k and |ψ|; similarly for functionsG :⊆ {0, 1} ω × R → R with parameterization k : dom(G) → N. f ) For a parameterized representation (ξ, k) of X and second-order representationυ of Y and ordinary representation ζ of Z, call f :⊆ X × Y ⇒ Z fully polytime (ξ, k),υ, ζ -computable if it admits a (ξ,υ, ζ)-realizerF such that (F , k) is fully polytime in the sense of e). If (ζ, ℓ) is a parameterized representation of Z, call f fully polytime (ξ, k),υ, (ζ, ℓ) -computable if in addition ℓ is bounded by a second-order polynomial P in k and |ψ|:
IfZ is a second-order representation of Z, call f fully polytime (ξ, k),υ,ζ -computable if it admits a (ξ,υ,ζ)-realizerG such that (G, k) is fully polytime in the sense of e). g) Fully polytime reduction of a parameterized representation (ξ, k) of X to a second-order representationζ of X is written as (ξ, k) pζ and means fully polytime (ξ, k),ζ -computability of id : X → X; similarly forζ 2 P (ξ, k). h) (F , k) and (G, k) as in e) are fixed-parameter tractable if the computation time is ≤ P (n, |ψ|) · p(k) for a second-order polynomial P and some arbitrary function p : N → N.
In the setting of f ), call f :⊆ X × Y ⇒ Z fixed-parameter (ξ, k),υ, ζ -computable if it admits a (ξ,υ, ζ)-realizerF such that (F , k) is fixed-parameter tractable; and fixed-parameter (ξ, k),υ,ζ -computable if it admits a (ξ,υ,ζ)-realizerG such that (G, k) is fixed-parameter tractable. j) For a parameterized representation (ξ, k) of X and second-order representationυ of Y and a parameterized representation
within time a second-order polynomial in n + k + ℓ and the length of the givenυ-name. For second-order representationζ of Z, call f :⊆ X × Y ⇒ Z output-sensitive polytime (xi, k),υ,ζ -computable if it admits a (xi, k),υ,ζ -realizer computable within time a second-order polynomial in n + k + ℓ and the lengths of the givenυ-names and of the producedζ-names; recall Observation 1.18a).
A more relaxed notion of second-order fixed-parameter tractability (Item h) might allow for running times polynomial in n multiplied with some arbitrary second-order function of both k and |ψ|. Output-sensitive running times (Item j) are common, e.g., in Computational Geometry. As usual, careless choices of the output parameter ℓ or output representationζ may lead to useless notions of output-sensitive polytime computations. The representation of Lip[0; 1] from Example 1.19b) is an instance of Definition 2.4d). Further applications will appear in Definition 3.1 below to succinctly rephrase the parameterized representation of C ω 1 from Example 2.3d). Items e)+f) extend Definition 2.1e+g+h). ξ + unary(L) andξ + binary(2 L ) are second-order polytime equivalent. c) Extending Observation 1.18d+e), let ξ denote a representation of X with induced secondorder representationξ and fix K : X ⇒ N. Then it holds ξ + binary(K) pξ + binary(K) andξ + binary(K) 2 P ξ + binary(K).
Proof. a) immediate. b) It is easy to decode a given (ξ, K)+unary(L) -nameσ = 1 ℓ 0τ into ℓ andτ and to recode it into bin(2 ℓ ),τ as well as back, both within time O(n + ℓ); similarly for computing {0, 1} * ∋ w → bin(2 ℓ ), ψ( w) ∈ {0, 1} * by querying {0, 1} * ∋ w → 1 ℓ , 0 ψ( w) ∈ {0, 1} * . and vice versa. c) Recall that a ξ + binary(K) -name of x is an infinite string of the form bin(k),σ with ξ(σ) = x and k ∈ K(x). It corresponds to a ξ + binary(K) -name ψ : 1 n → bin(k), σ n ′ where n ≈ n ′ + log k and |ψ| ≈ 1 + log k has length independent of n. This leads to conversion in both directions, computable within time polynomial in n + log k.
⊓ ⊔
Without discrete advice, maximization remains computable but not within second-order polytime even on analytic functions:
, is uniformly polytime ρ D dy + binary(Lip), ρ dy , ρ dy -computable; addition (ii), and multiplication (iii) on Lip[0; 1] are uniformly polytime ρ D dy +binary(Lip), ρ D dy + binary(Lip) -computable within second-order polytime b) and so is composition (vii) when defined, that is, the partial operator 
is ρ D dy + binary(Lip), ρ 2 dy , ρ dy -computable, f ) but not within subexponential time, even restricted to analytic real 1-Lipschitz functions f : [0; 1] → [0; 1]. g) Similarly for parametric integration (v), that is the operator Figure 5a ). For K ≫ 1 these are 'high' and 'thin' but not too 'steep' in the sense that ∀x : |g ′ K (x)| ≤ 1, that is, 1-Lipschitz and thus admit a linear-size ρ D dy -name ψ; similarly for their shifts g K,k :
1] up to error 2 −n =: 1/(2K) must distinguish (every name of) the identically zero function from (all names of) some of the g K,k (0 ≤ k < K) because the first has max(0) = 0 and the others max(g K,k ) = 1/K. Yet, since the g K are 'thin', any evaluation up to error 2 −m at some x with |x − k/K| ≥ m/K (i.e. a query to the given name ψ) may return 0 as approximation to g K,k (x). For a sequence (x j , 2 −m j ) of queries that unambiguously distinguishes the zero function from the g K,k , the intervals x j − m j K ; x j + m j K therefore must necessarily cover [0; 1] and in particular satisfy j m j ≥ K/2 = 2 n−2 . On the other hand each such query takes Ω(m j ) steps. For the second part of g) similarly observe 0 = 0 and
Turning to h), and on a more refined level, consider a hypothetical oracle machine M ψ converting a [ ρ dy →ρ dy ]-name ψ of f (x) ≡ 0 into a Lipschitz constant ℓ to f , necessarily so within finite time and when knowing finitely many values of f | D and of a (w.l.o.g. nondecreasing) modulus µ of continuity to f . Let n be so large that no µ(n ′ ) with n ′ ≥ n has thus been queried nor the values of f on any pair of arguments closer than 2 −n . It is no loss of generality to suppose ℓ ≥ µ(n). Then it is easy (but tedious) to add to f a scaled and shifted Gaussian function 2ℓ · g 2 n ,k for some (not necessarily integral) k such that the resultingf coincides with f on the arguments queried and has a modulus of continuityμ coinciding with µ on {1, . . . , n} and is still 2ℓ-Lipschitz but not ℓ-Lipschitz.
⊓ ⊔ Note the similarity of our lower bound proof of Example 2.6f+g+h) to arguments in informationbased complexity [TWW88, Hert02] generally pertaining to the BSS model.
Remark 2.7 While aware of the conceptual and notational barriers to these new notions, we emphasize their benefits:
-They capture numerical practice with various generalized condition numbers as parameters -based on, and generalizing, TTE to provide a formal foundation to uniform computation -on spaces of 'points' as well as of (continuous) functions -by extending discrete parameterized complexity theory -with runtime bounds finer than the global worst-case ones -while maintaining closure under composition -and thus the modular approach to software development by combining subroutines.
In the sequel we shall apply these concepts to present and analyze uniform algorithms receiving analytic functions as inputs.
Uniform Complexity of Operators on Analytic Functions
For z ∈ C and r > 0, abbreviate ball(z, r) := {w ∈ C : |w − z| < r} and ball(z, r) := {w ∈ C : |w − z| ≤ r}. 
Now for a fixed power series with polytime computable coefficient sequenceā = (a j ) j , its antiderivative and ODE solution and even maximum § are polytime computable; see Theorem 3.3 below. And since [0; 1] is compact, finitely many such power series expansions with rational centers z 0 suffice to describe f -and yield the drastic improvements to Fact 1.3 mentioned in Example 1.6. On the other hand we have already pointed out there many deficiencies of nonuniform complexity upper bounds. For example the mere evaluation of a power series requires, in addition to the coefficient sequenceā, further information; recall Example 2.3d) and see also [ZhWe01, Theorem 6.2].
The present section presents, and analyzes the parameterized running times of, uniform algorithm for primitive operations on analytic functions. It begins with single power series, w.l.o.g. around 0 with radius of convergence R > 1; then proceeds to globally convergent power series such as the exponential function; and finally to real functions analytic on [0; 1].
Uniform algorithms and parameterized upper running time bounds for evaluation have been obtained for instance as [DuYa05, Theorem 28] on a subclass of power series, namely the hypergeometric ones whose coefficient sequences obey an explicit recurrence relation and thus can be described by finitely many real parameters. Further complexity considerations, and in particular lower bounds, are described in [Rett07], [Ret08a, Rett09] . There is a vast literature on computability in complex analysis. For practicality issues refer, e.g., to [vdHo05, vdHo07, vdHo08] . [GaHo12] treats computability questions in the complementing, algebraic (aka BSS) model of real number computation [BCSS98] ; see also [Brav05] concerning their complexity theoretic relation. For some further recursivity investigations in complex analysis refer, e.g., to [Her99b, AnMc09] or [Esca11, §6].
Representing, and Operating on, Power Series on the Closed Unit Disc
[Weih00, Theorem 4.3.11] asserts complex power series evaluation (ā, z) → fā(z) to be uniformly computable when providing, in addition to a ρ 2 dy -name of z and a (ρ 2 dy ) ω -name of a = (a j ) j ⊆ C, some r ∈ Q with |z| < r < R and some A ∈ N such that it holds
where R(ā) := 1/ lim sup j |a j | 1/j denotes the coefficient sequence's radius of convergence. Note that such A exists for r < R but not necessarily for r = R (consider a j = j). Now Equation (10) yields the tail estimate j≥n a j z j ≤ A (|z|/r) n 1−|z|/r : non-uniform in |z| → r → R. Indeed, any power series is known to have a singularity somewhere on its complex circle of convergence (cf. Figure 6a) , hence its rate of convergence must deteriorate as |z| → R; and evaluation does not admit a uniform complexity bound in this representation. Instead we shall replace r ∈ Q by an integer K describing how 'close' r is to R. For R < ∞, by scaling the argument z it suffices to treat the case |z| ≤ 1 < R; (The case R = ∞ will be the subject of Section 3.3 below.)
So consider the space C ω ball(0, 1) of functions holomorphic on some open neighbourhood of the closed complex unit disc; put differently: functions g whose sequenceā of Taylor coefficients around 0 according to Equation (9) have radius of convergence R(ā) > 1. C ω ball(0, 1) may thus be identified with C ω 1 from Example 2.3d) in the following Definition 3.1 On the space C ω 1 = ā ⊆ C, R(ā) > 1 , consider the multivalued mapping (ā) ⇒ 2 K , A ∈ N with r := K √ 2 < R(ā) and ∀j : |a j | ≤ A/r j and let π := (ρ 2 dy ) ω + binary 2 K , A denote the representation of C ω ball(0, 1) enriching a (ρ 2 dy ) ω -name ofā with advice parameters K in unary and A in binary (but not with R).
Note how K encodes a lower bound on r < R. More precisely, large values of K mean r may be close to 1, i.e. the series possibly converging slowly as |z| ր 1. Together with the upper bound A on all |a j |, this serves both as discrete advice and as a parameter governing the number of terms of the series to evaluate in order to assert a tail error < 2 −n ; see the proof of Theorem 3.3a) below. Lemma 3.2d) shows K to be of asymptotic order 1 r−1 ; and provides bounds on how to transform K computationally when operating onā. For example the coefficient sequence a ′ j = (j + 1) · a j+1 corresponding to the derivative has the same radius of convergence R(ā) = R(ā ′ ), classically, but does not permit to deduce a bound A ′ as in Equation (10) from A without increasing r. 
For all a, k ≥ 1 and b > 0 and
Proof. Any local extreme point point x 0 of 0 < x → x·r −x is a root of 
Turning to f), first record that k 2 ≤ exp(k) holds for all k ≥ 2. In particular x ≤ exp(x/k) is true for x = k 2 ; and monotone in x because of
Concerning the second claim substitute y := x·a 1/k and conclude from the first that
, that is within time polynomial in n + K + log A for the parameters (K, A) according to Definition 3.1.
is fully polytime (π, π)-computable; and d-fold anti-differentiation is fully polytime π + unary(d), π -computable. f ) Parametric maximization, that is both the mappings MAX • Re and | MAX | from C ω ball(0, 1) × [−1; 1] 2 to R are fully polytime (π × ρ 2 dy , ρ dy )-computable, where
g) As a converse to a), given a ρ D dy -name of f as well as K ∈ N and an integer upper bound B on max |f (z)| : |z| ≤ K √ 2 and j ∈ N, the coefficient a j = f (j) (0)/j! is computable within time polynomial in n + K + log B + j; formally: the partial function More generally, in view of Lemma 3.2b), output (j + 1) · (j + 2) · · · (j + d) · a j+d j and
e ln 2 ). 
In the general case of a complex valued f | [−1;1] , |f | 2 = Re(f ) 2 + Im(f ) 2 is uniformly approximated by the real polynomial q := Re(p) 2 + Im(p) 2 , thus max |f | 2 is polytime computable as above. Since both R ∋ t → t 2 and R + ∋ s → √ s are monotonic and polytime computable, the same follows ¶ for max |f | = max |f | 2 . g) According to Cauchy's differentiation formula (9), Equation (10) 
where 
Again, the binary and unary encodings have been chosen carefully: Analogous to K in Definition 3.1 upper bounding 1/(R − 1), the distance of the domain ball(0, 1) to a singularity, here 1/L constitutes a lower bound on the distance of [0; 1] to any complex singularity of f . Specifically the size of aβ-name ψ of f is |ψ|(n) = Θ(n + L + log B); and that of aγ-name is Θ(n + K + log A). b) The Gaussian function g 1 (x) = exp(−x 2 ) employed in the proof of Example 2.6f ) has g (j)
1 (x) = (−1) j · H j (x) · g 1 (x) with the Hermite Polynomials
A simple uniform bound on g
1 is obtained using Equation (9):
Hence in both cases, f | [0;1] being large/steep or a complex singularity residing close-by, more time is (both needed and) granted for polytime calculations on f . Similarly for the parameterized representation α. Also note that aγ-name of f encodes only data on the restriction f | [0;1] whereas both α andβ explicitly refer to the complex differentiable f with open domain; cmp.
[KrPa02].
Remark 3.6 a) Bothβ andγ enrich ρ D dy -names with different discrete information (and thus without affecting the nonuniform complexity where n is considered the only parameter) of the kind commonly omitted in nonuniform claims and are thus candidates for uniformly refining Example 1.6. b) We could (and in Section 4 will) combine in the definition ofγ the binary A with unary K into one single binary 
, and parametric maximization (vi).
c) Composition (vii), that is the partial operator
is fixed-parameter computable in the sense of Definition 2.4h). More precisely in terms of (β ×β,β)-computability, given integers A, K with |f (z)| ≤ A on R K and (L, B) with |g(z)| ≤ B on R L , g • f is analytic on R 2AKL and thereon bounded (like g itself ) by B.
Note that (only) the unary length of 2AKL is exponential in (only) the binary length of A.
Similarly concerning (γ ×γ,γ)-computability, f with advice parameters (A, K) and g with advice parameters (B, L) gets mapped to g•f with advice parameters A·B·L 1+A·L , K ·(1+A·L) , where the unary length of (only) the latter is exponential in (only) the binary length of A.
Recall that, since bothβ-names andγ-names have length O(n + k) linear in n with constant parameter k, second-order polynomials here boil down to ordinary polynomials in n + k (Observation 1.18a+b+c). can be evaluated efficiently on D using theφ-name of f ; and is analytic on ball(0, 2) with Taylor coefficientsâ m,j :=f 
Note that in view of a) we may freely choose among representations α,β,γ output and even any combination of them for input. i) Evaluation is provided by the ρ D dy -information contained in aγ-name of f together with the Lipschitz bound |f ′ (x)| ≤ AK of binary length polynomial in k = Θ(K + log A). ii) Given ρ D dy -names of f 1 , f 2 and L 1 , L 2 in unary and binary B 1 , B 2 according toβ, output a ρ D dy -name of
m and hence may fail the covering property of Equation (11). Nevertheless they do support efficient evaluation off ′ m on ball(0, 1) by Theorem 3.3a), but now with K := 2. Given x ∈ [0; 1], similarly to the above proof of "α pβ " some J m containing x can be found efficiently and used to calculate
This provides for a ρ D dy -name of f ′ ; as part of aγ-name to output. And for given (K, A) satisfying
e ln 2 ≤ 1; hence (AK, 2K) yields the rest of aγ-output. In case d > 1, similarly, 
Representing, and Operating on, Entire Functions
As has been kindly pointed out by Torben Hagerup, the above Theorems 3.3 and 3.7 both do not capture the important case of the exponential function on entire R (Example 2.3a) or C.
Definition 3.8 On the space C ω ∞ = ā ⊆ C, R(ā) = ∞ , aε-name ψ ofā = (a j ) j ∈ C ω ∞ is a mapping ψ : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * of the form
whereσ is a (ρ 2 dy ) ω -name ofā and B : N → N a function satisfying
Note that this second-order representation has names of super-linear length, that is, employing the full power of second-order size parameters. Indeed, every mapping B : N → N gives rise to an entire function with Taylor coefficients
Theorem 3.9. a)ε is a second-order representation, and it holdsε
is ε, (ρ 2 dy , |ρ 2 dy |), ρ 2 dy -computable in second-order polytime. b ii+iii) Addition and multiplication (i.e. convolution) on C ω ∞ are ε ×ε,ε -computable in secondorder polytime.
,ε -computable in second-order polytime. b vi) Parametric maximization according to Theorem 3.3f ) of entire functions on real line segments (that is on 
Note that converting N := 4B(2M ) from binary to unary for invoking A(N ) is the (only) step incurring exponential behaviour.
In the case of the exponential function with a j = 1/j!, in order to bound M j /j! = 
e ln 2 since, according to Lemma 3.2a), j + 1 ≤ 1 e ln 2 · 2 j+1 . b iv) Similarly, according to Lemma 3.2b), (j + 1) 
Complexity on Gevrey's Scale from Real Analytic to Smooth Functions
This section explores in more detail the complexity-theoretic 'jump' of the operators of maximization and integration from smooth (N P-hard: Fact 1.3) to analytic (polytime: Example 1.6) functions. More precisely we present a uniform refinement of [LLM01, §5.2] asserting these operators to map polytime to polytime functions on a class * * much larger than C ∞ (and even than the quasi-analytic functions) which, historically, arose from the study of the regularity of solutions to partial differential equations [Gevr18] : A mapping ψ is aλ-name of f ∈ G ℓ [−1; 1] if there exists C ∈ N such that, for every n ∈ N, ψ(1 n ) is (the binary encoding of ) an m-tuple
where ψ denotes a ρ D dy -name of f satisfying Equation (13). We regardγ as second-order representation with unary advice parameter K + log A in the sense of Definition 2.4c). Proof. a) Similarly to the proof of Example 3.5b), write h (n) (x) = x −2n · h(x) · p n (x). So p 0 = 1 and, for n ≥ 1, p n (x) = x 2 · p ′ n−1 (x) + 1 − 2(n − 1)x · p n−1 (x) shows p n to be an integer polynomial of deg(p n ) = n − 1 with leading coefficient equal to (−1) n+1 · n! and each coefficient bounded by n!. In particular p n ≤ O(n) n , while (0 More precisely by 'artificially' padding names to length log A + K + n ℓ , instances f with large values of these parameters are allotted more time to operate on in the second-order setting. Our main result (Theorem 4.6) will show these parameters to indeed characterize the uniform computational complexity of maximization in terms of Gevrey's scale of smoothness. Nonuniformly, we record Remark 4.3 For fixed ℓ, A, K ∈ N, a function f ∈ G ℓ,A,K is polytime (ρ dy , ρ dy )-computable iff it has a polynomial-time computableγ-name ψ.
Before further justifying Definition 4.1b)+c) -including the re-use ofγ -let us recall some facts from Approximation Theory heavily used also in [LLM01, AbLe07] : 
With respect to the scalar product
, the family T = (T m ) m of Chebyshev polynomials forms an orthogonal system, namely satisfying T 0 , T 0 = π and T m , T m = π/2 and T m , T n = 0 for 0 ≤ n < m. The orthogonal projection (w.r.t. this scalar product)
and 'close' to the best polynomial approximation in the following sense:
e) If g m converges pointwise to f , and if all the g m are differentiable, and if the derivatives g ′ m converge uniformly to g, then f is differentiable and f ′ = g. f ) The Formula of Faà di Bruno expresses higher derivatives of function composition: Evaluation (i), addition (ii), multiplication (iii), iterated differentiation (iv), parametric integration (v), and parametric maximization (vi). c) Composition (vii) as the partial operator
Proof (Theorem 4.6). a+b i) Every f ∈ G ℓ [−1; 1] has aγ-name ψ of length |ψ|(n) = log A + K + n ℓ . For f ∈ C ω [−1; 1] a second-order polynomial in n and n → log A + K + n amounts, to a bivariate polynomial in n and k := log A + K; recall Observation 1.18b). Moreover k can be recovered from ψ; and any bound A · K j · j j according to Equation (13) with k = log A + K is in turn dominated by A ′ · K ′j · j! for A ′ := 2 k / √ 2π and K ′ := k · e by virtue of Stirling (Fact 4.4f) with both A ′ in binary and K ′ in unary computable from ψ within second-order polytime; hence Definition 4.1c) indeed extends Definition 3.4c). In order to seeγ 2 Pλ , recall that
be second-order polytime (γ, ρ dy , ρ dy )-computable according to Example 1.19b)+e)+f). Now note that, for B ′ , r from Proposition 4.5c+e), C according to the first part of Proposition 4.5b) is polynomially bounded in log A + K; hence interpolating f on m = C · n ℓ Chebyshev nodes x m,0 , . . . , x m,m−1 from Fact 4.4d) is feasible within time a second-order polynomial in n and n → log A + K + n ℓ . Conversely, the polynomialĝ m in aλ-name ψ of f yields approximate evaluation of f within time a second-order polynomial in the output error n and the length |ψ|(n) ≈ m 2 = (C · n ℓ ) 2 and in particular allows to obtain a ρ D dy -name. Moreover the parameters C (in unary) and ℓ are easily recovered and lead to ℓ ′ := 2ℓ − 1 and A, K satisfying Equation (13) according to the second part of Proposition 4.5c) and Proposition 4.5e); in fact both the binary length of A and the value of K (i.e. in unary) are polynomially bounded in (the value of) C and exponentially in ℓ, hence allowing also the map w → 1 log A+K+| w| ℓ ′ to be computed within time a second-order polynomial in n and in
ℓ and in particular bounded by second-order polynomials in d and in n → C · n ℓ , i.e., in the input size. Indeed: C leads, according to the second part of Proposition 4.5b), to B := 2 and r := 2 −C 1/ℓ ; then furtheron to B d := 2 · 6 q·e·ln 1/r (1+2d)ℓ and √ r according to the first part of Proposition 4.5d); and finally, according to the first part of Proposition 4.5b), to
Similarly, maximizef n as in the proof of Theorem 3.3f).
c) The estimate f ′ ≤ A · K yieldsγ 2 P ρ D dy + binary(Lip) and thus a ρ D dy -name of g • f according to Example 2.6b). The binary parameter log C + M for g • f can be obtained from log A + K of f and from log B + L of g due to Proposition 4.5h) and are independent of n. a) Since n − 1 ≤ x ≤ n implies r n q ≤ r x q and (n − 1) p ≤ x p , it follows r n q · (n − 1) p ≤ n n−1 r x q · x p dx and n>N r n q · (n − 1) p ≤ ∞ N r x q · x p dx. In the latter integral substitute y := x q · ln(1/r), ranging from M := N q · ln(1/r) to ∞; moreover x = y ln 1/r 1/q and dy dx = q · ln(1/r) · x q−1 = q · y/x = y 1−1/q · q · ln(1/r) 1/q . The integral thus transforms into
with s := (1 + p)/q − 1 ≥ 0. According to Lemma 3.2b), y s ≤ (
) s · e y/2 ; yielding the bound
b) Taking binary logarithms on both sides shows the claim equivalent to m ≥ n+log B log 1/r 1/q , and the latter is
) 1/ℓ would yield the bound A · r m q ; but k must be integral. To this end observe that the claim does hold in case k = 1 by means of B ≥ A; and for non-integral k > 1 (where necessarily πK 2m · k ℓ < 1), there exists an integer k ′ between k − 1 and k: yielding (
Observe that triangle equality yields, in connection with Fact 4.4a), g
Now apply a) to conclude g 
2j /j! + 1 for m, j ∈ N we can invoke a) for p = 2j and for p = 0 to continue bounding 
n for R ≥ 1 by virtue of Fact 4.4f). Now we can bound (g • f ) (n) with k 1 ,...,kn n!
where n! nℓ ≤ n nℓ · (n 1/2 · e) ℓ · e −nℓ and n ℓ/2 ≤ ℓ/(2e) ℓ · e n according to Stirling and Lemma 3.2b). ⊓ ⊔
Conclusion and Perspectives
We have constructed a parameterized and two second-order representations of the space C ω ([0; 1]) of analytic functions on [0; 1]; shown them second-order polytime equivalent; and to render the basic primitives second-order polytime computable. In view of Remark 3.6 this subsumes the known nonuniform results from Example 1.6; but now a) explicitly specifies the additional discrete information employed b) and an asymptotic running time analysis taking into account both the dependence on the output precision n and f (i.e. parameters according to a) c) which turns out to be (ordinary) polynomial -except for composition which is fixedparameter tractable but may increase one parameter exponentially.
These results entail a-priori judgement of whether, and on which inputs f , the algorithms underlying Theorems 3.3 and 3.7 may be efficient in practice; see below. And a) suggests concrete data structures for representing real analytic functions in, say, iRRAM as well as for C++ interface declarations of actual implementations of the above operators (i) to (vii).
Concerning future work we record 
Concerning Practical Efficiency
The algorithms underlying Theorem 3.3 look practical and promising to implement and evaluate on. For instance each invocation of c) and d) can essentially double the value of K and thus also the running time of subsequent operations. However the same applies already to iterations of ordinary integer multiplication (repeated squaring) and hence seems unavoidable in the worst case. We expect some improvement on 'typical' cases, though, from refining the bound in Equation (10) to the more general form |a j | ≤ A(j)/r j with A : N → N from an appropriate function class [Bitt12] .
It may be advisable to avoid in general invoking (the algorithm realizing) Theorem 3.3g) whenever possible. For instance concerning the proof of Theorem 3.7b v+vi) it may be less elegant but more practical to handle also non-equidistant 
Quantitative Complexity Theory of Operators
Polytime computability is generally considered appropriate a formalization of efficient tractability in practice. However asymptotic running times like O(n log n) and O(n 999 ), although both polynomial, obviously make a considerable difference. Actually specifying the exponent of polynomial growth thus allows for a more precise estimate of the (range of) practicality of an algorithm: softly linear, quadratic, cubic etc. Such an approach seems infeasible for secondorder polynomial time bounds, though, because they cannot naturally be ordered linearly with respect to asymptotic growth:
Example 5.2 With respect to n → ∞, P (n, ℓ) = ℓ ℓ(n 2 ) · n · n grows asymptotically slower than Q(n, ℓ) = ℓ(n 3 ) 2 ·n 9 in case ℓ(n) ≤ O n (5+ √ 89)/4 and faster otherwise. More precisely, for ℓ a polynomial in n of degree d, it holds deg P (n, ℓ) = 2d 2 + d + 1 and deg Q(n, ℓ) = 6d + 9.
Put differently: When algorithms A and B exhibit second-order polynomial running times P and Q, respectively, then none is superior to the other globally; but for a given family of inputs of known size ℓ, one can predict whether A or B is asymptotically preferable.
This suggests to quantify the asymptotic growth of a second-order polynomial P (n, ℓ) in terms of its degree with respect to n as a (polynomial) function of deg(ℓ). To this end, the following tool may turn out as useful:
Lemma 5.3 a) Let M 1 denote an ordinary Turing machine calculating a partial map f :⊆ {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * within time ≤ t 1 (n) producing outputs of length at most s 1 (n) ≤ t 1 (n); similarly for another machine M 2 calculating g of length at most s 2 (n) within time ≤ t 2 (n). Then there is a machine M 3 calculating the composition g•f within time ≤ t 3 (n) := t 1 (n) + t 2 s 1 (n) of length at most s 3 (n) := s 2 s 1 (n) . b) Let M ? 1 denote an oracle Turing machine calculating a partial mapping F :⊆ R → R within second-order time ≤ T 1 = T 1 (n, ℓ) producing, for every length-monotone oracle ψ and inputs u ∈ {0, 1} n , outputs of length at most S 1 (n, |ψ|) ≤ T 1 (n, |ψ|); similarly for another machine M ? 2 calculating G within time ≤ T 2 (n, ℓ) of size at most S 2 (n, ℓ). Then there is a machine M ? 3 calculating G • F within time ≤ T 3 and of size at most S 3 , where S 3 (n, ℓ) := S 1 n, S 2 (·, ℓ) and T 3 (n, ℓ) :=T (n, ℓ)·T 2 T (n, ℓ), ℓ ,T (n, ℓ) := T 1 n, S 2 (·, ℓ) c) Consider second-order polynomials P = P (n, ℓ) in first-order and second-order variables n and ℓ, respectively. Abbreviating Proof. b) When presented with a length-monotone ψ : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * of size ℓ = |ψ| and on inputs a ∈ {0, 1} m , M ψ 2 by hypothesis makes ≤ T 2 (m, ℓ) steps and produces some output b of length S 2 (m, ℓ). In the composition M (·, ℓ) ; for which M 1 converts inputs x of length n into outputs y of length S 1 (n, ℓ ′ ); compare Figure 4b ). This calculation of M 1 takes at most m :=T (n, ℓ ′ ) steps. In particular, M 1 can make no more than that many oracle queries of length at most m, each; hence each such query, now fed to M 2 , takes it ≤ T 2 (m, ℓ) steps to answer. ⊓ ⊔
Optimality Questions
The literature on TTE provides some categorical constructions of natural representations for certain spaces -and can prove them optimal. For instance ρ is known to be, up to computational equivalence, the only reasonable choice for the space R [Her99a] ; similarly for C[0; 1] [Weih00, §6.1].
Strengthening from computability to complexity on C ω ([0; 1]), the above representations α,β,γ all render common primitive operations polytime computable -and have turned out as mutually fully polytime equivalent. One might therefore conjecture that they are optimal in the sense that any second-order representation making these operations polytime computable is in turn polytime reducible to α,β,γ.
However consider the following (artificial) Noting f (x) = MAX(f, x, x) and in view of Example 2.6a), it is then immediate that this second-order representation renders the very operations from Theorem 3.7b) second-order polytime computable. In particular it permits to find integers A j with f (j) ≤ A j ; but not to continuously (not to mention polytime computably, and even restricted to f ∈ C ω ([0; 1])) deduce integers (K, A) satisfying ∀j : f (j) ≤ A · K j · j!.
